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Abstract

It is an important to quickly and accurately forecasting road network traffic flow in
intelligent transportation systems, Aiming at the forecasting problem of short-term traffic
flow, this paper proposed a traffic flow prediction algorithm, which based on traffic flow
sequence partition and neural network model. Firstly, the algorithm divided the traffic
flow into different patterns and time sequence by clustering, secondly, described and
predicted traffic flow model according to BP neural network. Finally, the experiment
shows that based on combined model is much accurate.
Keywords: Traffic flow, Intelligent transportation system, Data mining, BP neural
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1. Introduction
Traffic flow prediction is a key part and core content of intelligent transportation
system as well as the important basis for transportation information service, traffic control
and guidance [1-2]. Forecasting timely and accurately is premise of the intelligent
transportation system realizing dynamic traffic management. Crossroads are the key
component of transportation network. The size of traffic volume in intersections decides
directly the passage capacity of road network, which becomes the bottleneck of road
transportation network and plays a significant role in the entire road transportation
network [3-4]. To solve the problem of predicting the short-time traffic flow in crossings,
it proposes a mining algorithm, which experimentally shows good performance in the real
transportation data set [5-6].
According to the time duration of prediction, traffic volume predication can be longtime and short-time predication; as far as the predicted object is concerned, there is
crossroad traffic prediction and high-way traffic prediction. Road transportation system is
a huge and complicated nonlinear system which has human be involved and is timevarying. The system has higher uncertainties, which may derive from environmental
factors like road condition, climate changes etc. or emergency situations like traffic
accidents, mass gathering etc. Those factors bring about certain difficulties to the
anticipation of road traffic flow, especially for the short-time prediction. For that,
researchers have presented lots of models such as ARIMA model and nonparametric
regressive model, which are specifically designed to predict highway and road segment
traffic volumes [7-8]. Crossroads are important to the road transportation network. Its
transportation is very complex. The traffic flow in each direction in the crossing roads is
relevant to not only its own traffic flow and also flow in other direction and the timing
plan of traffic signal lights. The traffic flow in crossroads is more volatile than flow series
in road sections, particularly the short-time flow series [9]. The volatility occurs not
merely because of more accidents taking place in the intersections but also affected by
traffic signal lights, specifically variable timing scheme of the signal lights. At present,
the acquisition coils for the traffic characteristics of urban intelligent transportation
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system in each country are deployed in the crossroads. So the research of short-time
traffic flow prediction in such places is one of the important research contents of traffic
volume forecasting and of great significance [10-11].

2. Traffic Flow Prediction Algorithm
Regarding the problem of predicting short-time traffic flow in road junctions, it
proposes the traffic flow prediction algorithm based on the combined model of traffic
flow sequence segmentation and neural network. The algorithm adopts clustering
approach to divide the pattern of traffic flow in terms of throughput and time; then with
neural network method, it creates models for each traffic flow pattern and makes
predictions. The experiment proves that the combined model has better predictive
precision to the single neural network model.
2.1. Traffic Flow Sequence Segmentation
Traffic flow data is a form of time sequence. They are segmented according to time
sequence data features. It’s a hot concern in the time sequence analysis and research field
in recent years. The most common method for partitioning time series is piecewise linear
description [12-13], i.e. applying the linear model to split sequences and make piecewise
presentation. Another method is raised based on the probability density function [14]. It
utilizes the sufficient statistics of different models to depict subsequence. Here we apply
the method based on flow clustering to break up traffic flow sequence. We choose KMeans clustering algorithm as the basic algorithm for sequence segmentation. The basic
idea is described as follows:
Step 1: In accordance to the size of values of traffic flow data, select K-Means
algorithm as the basic algorithm of clustering segments (set k=3); use Euclidean distance
as the function of clustering;
Step 2: As per Step 1, generate cluster C1 , C2 , C3 ; then according to C1  C2  C3 , use
clustering algorithm to gather C1 to two clusters, C2 to three clusters and C3 to two
clusters; but this time by the size of time instead of the traffic flow value, C1 and C2 are
gathered to generate five clusters;
Step 3: After the above steps, aggregate one-day traffic flow value to seven clusters.
Though there’s overlapping between clusters, it’s possible to discern the order based on
the time;
Step 4 : Calculate the centroid and quality of every cluster; the abscissa of centroid is
time and the ordinate is mean value of the traffic flow; the quality of clusters is the
number of objects in them; order by the size of time in the horizontal axis and mark as
t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , t6 , t7 and the relative quality as m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 , m5 , m6 , m7 .
Setp5. According to the formula 1, calculated t1* , t2* , t3* , t4* , t5* , t6* , t7*

t1*  t1 

m1
 (t2  t1 )
m2  m1

(1)

2.2. BP Neural Network Prediction Model
Smith et al. compared MA, BP neural network and nonparametric regression method in
the application of short time traffic flow prediction. They found BP neural network
realized higher accuracy rate than traditional Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARMIA) model and was slightly inferior to nonparametric regression method. The
neural network method made certain achievements in the research of traffic forecasting.
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We selected BP neural network as the fundamental predictive model for short-time traffic
flow in crossroads.
BP neural network model has the following characteristics: neurons in each layer
connect only with those in neighboring layers; no any connection exists in neurons in the
same level; no feedback connection exists in nerve cells in each level. BP neural network
is composed of three layers: input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The hidden layer
can be omitted according to the requirement of research objective. The initial weight
value and threshold value are defined arbitrarily. Learning refers to adjusting gradually
the weight value and threshold level to make network’s actual output consistent with
expected output. The weight coefficient of BP neural network without hidden layer,
characteristic of regression coefficient, can be made for regressive application. But it’s
required to include the hidden layer in BP neural network for classifying and prediction as
to increase the degree of approximation. It is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Diagram of Single Neuron Model and the Structure of BP Neural
Network
The basic idea of BP algorithm is by processing training sample sets to calculate the
output results and the difference between outputs and anticipated results (i.e. known
category of each sample); then for each training sample, modifying from time to time the
weight to minimize the mean square error between network output and actual classes. The
error is reversely propagated from input layer to each node. Compute one after another the
referential error of each join node and revise the link weight to make the network adapt to
the mapping from output error to link weight. The network learning process includes
forward propagation and error back propagation.
Forward transmission: calculate input and output of each unit in hidden layer and
output layer;
Error reverse propagation: update weight value and offset to reflect the error of network
prediction as to spread reversely the error.
2.3. Combined Model of the Traffic Flow Prediction
So far, neural network has limitations, which are listed as follows. Firstly, neural
network model is composed of multiple groups of piecewise functions. Hence the prior
knowledge between input and output data is hardly integrated into the model, which will
affect the precision of recognition. Secondly, in the training process, plentiful original
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clean data are required, which presents difficulties to the creation of the model. Thus, BP
neural network method will have problems when put for practical engineering
applications. In the forecasting of short-time traffic flow, when road network condition
and traffic condition change, the well-trained network requires proper updates before
being used for the prediction. Meanwhile, no adequate theoretical guidance is available
regarding the selection of existing network types and determination of network structure,
which are based on experience. Moreover, neural network structure is too complicated.
Accuracy rate and approximation ability are relatively higher. But computation and
training take a longer time. There are difficulties in the real-time prediction. Yet, too
simple network structure can’t for sure meet the requirement for precision. Each
prediction model has its feasibility. Considering the complexity and particularity of traffic
flow in intersections unlike other sites, BP neural network has to improve the accuracy if
it’s employed solely to predict short-time traffic flow in crossings. Therefore, we should
create a multi-model algorithm to increase predictive precision.
The combined model of traffic flow is outcome of the above traffic flow sequence
segmentation and BP neural network, whose idea is: on the basis of traffic flow sequence
segmentation algorithm, use BP neural network as prediction algorithm to model and
foresee the obtained data in given time frame.

3. Experiment Analysis and Results
Use one-week traffic flow data in Turing avenue and southern direction of Cheng-xi
road of one city (Figure 2) as the training sample of BP neural network. Then according to
the urban traffic monitoring and management system (i.e. iCentro-View: The CentroView system is he city traffic monitoring and management system according to the city
traffic of our country current situation of the development of intelligent traffic design)
designed as per the basic situation of urban transportation and the development status of
intelligent transportation in our country, establish BP neural network for each division
section. In the iCentr0View, the coil collects data every 6 minutes, obtaining altogether
2015 samples in one week. We regard traffic values in the first five time units in the
prediction direction as input of BP neural network and the traffic values in the next time
unit as output. To be specific, there are five input variables (which are predicted historical
information, including that in the first five, ten, fifteen, twenty and twenty minutes); the
quantity of output variable is one (i.e. traffic prediction amount in the following five
minutes). BP neural network chooses three-layer neural network structure: input layer,
hidden layer, output layer. Output layer has seven units. The prediction results of traffic
flow are portrayed in Figure 3.

Airport Road

Turing avenue

Cheng-xi road

Figure 2. Road Example
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In Figure 3, the upper dotted line stands for the prediction error rate with no use of
second clustering algorithm, which is 25.48%; the 7-segment function in solid line is the
accuracy rate of prediction after the model is created individually for each time frame
after the time is segmented, with traffic information in the first 25 minutes as input of the
prediction model. Table I illustrates this.

Figure 3. Traffic Flow Prediction Based on Sequence Segmentation
Table 1. Based on Accuracy of Traffic Flow Sequence Segmentation Flow
Prediction
Time slot
Error rate (%)
Time slot
Error rate (%)

0:00-7:15
24.56
13:00-17:00
14.30

7:15-8:35
2.14
17:00-18:30
25.10

8:35-10:30
14.56
18:30-24:00
30.32

10:30-13:00
18.91

With the combined model of sequence segmentation and BP neural network to predict
traffic flow, we find that classifying the mode of traffic flow by two-dimensional
clustering algorithm of flux and time conforms to the traffic flow distribution. Through
observations, we learn that the traffic flow is distributed in two-peak shapes: morning
peak and evening peak. By clustering the size of traffic flow values, we can divide them
into several classes. And that we can discern the quantity of flow in the morning peak.
The flow includes the maximum information of transportation situations, especially for
major urban junctions, traffic signal timing plan is generally not unchangeable. The plan
is adjusted automatically as per traffic flow in each direction in the crossroad. The
adjustment can be made by fixed time range and timing scheme or adaptively or even
done by the control of filter in trunk roads. The change of those statuses can be indirectly
reflected by the rate of traffic flow. Besides, for clustering classification in temporal
dimension, the data respectively in the morning and evening rush hour can be clearly
partitioned.
Experimental results indicate that in the light traffic period, i.e. early morning and late
night, two prediction methods showed no big differences; but in other time ranges, the
traffic flow prediction approach based on the combined model realized very lower error
rate, especially in the morning peak, the error rate reduced below 3%. In this way the
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precision rate of predicting traffic in rush hours achieved 80%. So the proposed method
can satisfy the requirements of traffic control and prediction.
Road traffic flux represents the development or change stage, status and level of the
transportation system, which is often expressed with understandable pictorial language or
high-level quantitative index like unblocked/congested, normal/abnormal, service level
etc. Figure 4 sorts the transportation information in road traffic network to some levels
from low to high:
(a) Basic data level, referring to data like traffic flow and speed detected by different
detection devices;
(b) State feature level, such as traffic status, traffic incident and incident type, traffic
jams;
(c) Decision-level information, which is descriptive information about the road network
transportation, like service level of road network, impact evaluation of incident and
prediction of situational development. The hierarchical structure of traffic information
from low to high level can be regarded as the process of data mining or pattern
recognition, where low-level information is the foundation to the processing and
application of high-level information.
Decision-level

State feature level

Basic data level

Road network service level
Development forecast
Event impact assessment

Traffic flow properties
Road jam
Traffic events and event types

Traffic flow data: data, velocity, density, queue
length

Figure 4. The Traffic Information Level
It’s possible to get traffic flow status features by processing traffic data in basic data
level. The attribute of traffic flow can be speed, density, occupancy, flow rate, queue
length. Single traffic flow attribute can’t display the state of ongoing traffic, like the
volume, speed. Some papers based on the macro traffic flow model to design the
discriminative approach for the traffic status. By focusing on the total traffic volume,
static characteristics of roads and motion features of vehicles like speed, journey time,
they proposed quantitative index of traffic status recognition. However, the traffic flow
model is built as to simplify reasonably discussed topic. If the transportation system is
assumed to adapt to some ideal physical model, static index won’t reflect the actual
running state of road traffic. So the traffic flow recognition method based on fuzzy logic
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was raised, which uses self-organizing neural network model to categorize the status of
traffic flow. However, regardless the method based on fuzzy logic or self-organizing
neural network model, it should utilize the prior knowledge of existing roads’ traffic
status to perform classification. Such knowledge is subjective and dynamic, acquired very
difficultly.
To present well the road traffic state with the traffic flow clustering model, it’s required
to choose traffic flow parameter which changes apparently with the traffic status like
vehicle speed decreasing remarkably when in congestion. The parameter is used as the
feature attribute of traffic flow clustering analysis. [15] mentioned the four traffic features
which are the most susceptible and have the greatest influence on traffic jams: occupancy
ratio, vehicle flow rate, vehicle average speed, time headway. Additionally, the clustering
algorithm for clustering analysis affects the quality of the traffic flow clustering model.
Currently, for different application purposes, nearly hundred kinds of clustering
algorithms were proposed. In the experiment here, we chose one clustering algorithm
other than designing a new one. We compare different clustering results as to find out a
suitable clustering model for traffic flow prediction.
Choose K-Means clustering algorithm as the fundamental method to make clustering
analysis of the traffic flow. Utilize the traffic flow dataset (totally 9410 samples) acquired
in Datong road segment of one city in one month for the experiment. We select
occupancy rate and traffic volume as the key attribute of clustering analysis, because they
are greatly relevant with traffic congestion and more sensitive to the varying of such
congestion. Also, they can help collect data of better quality, which is contributive to
obtain satisfactory clustering results. The value of k in the K-Means algorithm is
determined by experience. We chose empirical value (k= 5, 7 and 9) for testing. The
clustering results are listed in Table 2-4 When k=5, the result is ideal, best showing the
relationship between traffic volume and occupancy in the congestion period in actual
situation.
Table 2. The Cluster Analysis Results of Traffic Flow (k=9)
The cluster label

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

The number of clusters of
objects
58
1978
980
1756
2456
567
1657
167
80

The clustering center
Flow
17.12
20.12
11.25
18.45
20.78
34.56
26.78
18.45
0.12

occupancy
29.14
1.34
1.09
1.17
1.36
2.14
1.77
15.46
0.0189

Table2 reveals that the model reflects the change of traffic status: with increasing
occupancy ratio, the traffic volume becomes bigger and then tends to go down.
Specifically, in the second and fifth cluster, the occupancy rate is higher and flow rate is
lower. So based on the knowledge in the transportation field, we can learn that they
belong to congestion state; the congestion in the second cluster is much heavier than the
fifth; the remaining three clusters are not blocked.
Table 3. The Cluster Analysis Results of Traffic Flow (k=7)
The cluster label
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objects
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2556
1567
156
3089
85
88
1068

Flow
19.78
15.05
20.56
22.09
0.54
15.19
30.57

occupancy
1.45
1.14
16.45
1.45
0.06
29.80
1.98

Table 4. The Cluster Analysis Results of Traffic Flow (k=5)
The cluster label

1
2
3
4
5

The number of clusters of
objects
1787
89
2567
4678
156

The clustering center
Flow
14.14
18.16
28.79
21.09
18.79

occupancy
1.09
30.87
1.89
1.56
14.54

4. Conclusion
The paper discussed the problem of predicting short-time traffic passing in crossroads.
To solve it, it proposed the combined model prediction approach based on second
clustering traffic flow sequence segment and BP neural network. The experiment
confirmed that the new solution reached higher precision rate and can forecast accurately
the traffic discharge in the following five minutes in each direction of the intersection.
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